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a b s t r a c t
In this work we describe FT-Aurora, a highly available IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) cloud manager
that allows cloud resources to be accessed even if the manager itself crashes. FT-Aurora provides ﬂexible and eﬃcient resource management by supporting network programmability. FT-Aurora is based on
clusters of cloud managers running on multiple datacenters. After a manager crashes, the corresponding
resources remain accessible from any other manager in the cluster. A cluster consists of a group of managers that use ﬁne-grained multi-master replication to share information. Replicated data and resources
include both management information stored at the Aurora database, and information used to keep virtual machine images and processes. Replication and monitoring the multiple Aurora instances are available as services that can be easily activated through a GUI button. Experimental results are presented for
both the performance and robustness of FT-Aurora.
© 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
A very large number of systems and applications are currently
based on cloud computing platforms, and this trend is likely to
continue growing for several years [1]. Clouds are very convenient,
as they allow users to share resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released and are maintained by the cloud provider
[2,3]. Among the different types of clouds, in this work we focus
on those that offer Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), which enables
users to access computing resources, storage, and networking, to
deploy applications and systems [4–7].
As the number of organizations and individuals that rely on
public and private cloud platforms for running their systems and
applications grows, clouds face serious performance and dependability challenges [8–10]. Not only security has been considered
a top dependability priority, but also high availability is essential
[11,12]. Cloud outages can be very damaging for businesses that
critically depend on the availability of the cloud to offer their services. Although there are several aspects of current cloud architectures that must be addressed to increase cloud dependability,
in this work we focus on a critical component which is the cloud
manager. This is usually a centralized component through which
∗
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cloud resources are both accessed and managed. If the cloud manager crashes, the whole cloud becomes unavailable.
We propose a robust cloud infrastructure based on a crashtolerant cloud manager. Multiple manager instances located on
multiple datacenters employ replication to form a cluster of cloud
managers. Replicated data and resources include management information data as well as virtual machine information and other
components required to keep the resources of a given datacenter available even if the local cloud manager crashes. Two different scenarios are possible. In the ﬁrst scenario, two or more replicated instances of the cloud manager run on the same datacenter. In the second scenario, replicas of the manager run on two or
more datacenters, each responsible for the resources of the local
datacenter. In both scenarios, each replication instance of the manager has access to all cloud resources. In case the manager crashes,
another manager instance allows access to the corresponding
resources.
In the scenario based on two or more datacenters, they are assumed to be connected across the Internet. If one of the managers
crashes, another manager running on a different datacenter is used
to access resources of the datacenter in which the cloud manager
crashed. Note that all managers have access to all datacenters; thus
all resources are available to all managers, which also allows to
share resources across different clouds. Thus the solution can also
perform load balancing among the several managers.
We implemented our highly available cloud manager on the
Aurora cloud platform [13]. Aurora is an IaaS platform that
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allows ﬂexible resource management through network programmability features. A simple object-oriented API can be used by
administrators to describe and run personalized programs for both
application deployment and optimization. Multi-master replication
[14,15] was used so that replicas form a cluster of cloud managers
running on multiple datacenters. Not only the database that stores
key cloud management information is replicated, but also the directories with ﬁles that keep virtual machine images, optimization
programs, among other conﬁguration information. Finally, we note
that replication and monitoring of the multiple Aurora instances
were implemented as services that can be easily activated by pushing a GUI button. We note that although some other cloud platforms offer similar functionalities, they all require knowledge of
minute details and conﬁguration of the system to achieve the same
results.
The performance and robustness of the proposed system were
evaluated experimentally. Results show the time to (1) incorporate
a new manager instance to a cluster; (2) recover after a failure and
(3) replicate data in different scenarios. The impact of the proposed
solution was evaluated by measuring CPU and network usage. A
stress test in which the link delay between two datacenters grows
up to the limited supported by the replication solution is also reported. Finally, we also evaluated the system availability as a function of the MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures).
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we present the Aurora Cloud Manager. Next, in
Section 3 we describe FT-Aurora, the proposed robust IaaS cloud
platform. The implementation and experimental results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 gives a overview of how some current cloud platforms deal with high availability.The conclusion follows in Section 6.
2. The aurora cloud manager
Aurora [13] is an IaaS cloud management platform that has ‘programmability’ features that allow ﬂexible resource management. A
simple object-oriented API allows the network operator to specify and run personalized programs for both protocol/application
deployment and optimization. Aurora resources are those usually
provided by IaaS cloud managers, i.e. computing, storage, and networking. Computing resources correspond to virtual machines and
has features such as the number of CPUs and memory available.
Storage corresponds to persistent data volumes which are allocated
and managed on the datacenter. Finally, networking allows virtual
resources to communicate.
Aurora supports virtual computing and storage by using the Libvirt1 library. Networking is based on both OpenFlow [16] and the
cloud monitoring tool FlexACMS (Flexible Automated Cloud Monitoring Slices) [17] which also employs Nagios2 for monitoring both
the virtual and physical layers of the managed infrastructure.
The architecture of the Aurora cloud manager is shown in Fig. 1.
Two types of actors interact with the system: End-users and Administrators. An End-user requests virtual resources for deploying
services or applications on the cloud. The Administrator works on
behalf of the cloud provider, which is on the other side of a business relationship with the End-user. The main Aurora modules include: Aurora Platform GUI – this module corresponds to the system interface and that provides access to the system functionalities as well as Cloud Slice information to both Administrators and
End-users; Slice Space – module that processes user requests for
cloud resources; and Programmable Space – module that enables
programmability. Other modules include the Uniﬁed API that provides a simple interface for manipulating all types of resources that

may compose a Cloud Slice, including virtual machines, networking
interfaces, virtual storage, among others; Event Space which is used
to set up alarms; and the Drivers that implement the virtual device
abstractions.
A Cloud Slice corresponds to an internal representation of the
set of resources that compose the virtual infrastructure on which
applications are deployed. After the creation of a Cloud Slice, the
components of the Programmable Space, Event Space, and Slice Space
interact to set up and manage resources throughout the application
lifecycle. The operation of all these components is deﬁned by the
Resource Management Programs & Metrics speciﬁed by the Administrator.
The Uniﬁed API contains all operations for handling virtual resources, which are performed to set up and manage Cloud Slices.
This API is uniﬁed in the sense that it provides a simple and single interface for resources that can be of four types: Computing,
Storage, Networking and Monitoring. The Computing operations are
those related to the usage and management of virtual machines,
including operations to create, start (and re-start), stop, and migrate VMs. There are also the operations related to the management of operating system images to be deployed on the virtual
machines. The Storage component allows the allocation of virtual
storage volumes. The Networking component implements interfaces
for the creation of virtual links and virtual routers. Finally, the
Monitoring component of the Uniﬁed API is set up as the Cloud Slice
is deployed. Among other monitoring features, this component includes the Event Manager that deﬁnes the event abstraction, which
sets up alarms that are triggered as speciﬁed conditions occur.
Virtual device abstractions are implemented by a set of drivers.
These drivers are technology-speciﬁc, and play two main roles:
they provide an abstraction for using and setting up parameters
for the conﬁguration of devices. The Libvirt3 library is employed
for Computing and Storage components, while Openﬂow and OpenVSwitch4 are used for Networking. Finally, FlexACMS and Nagios are
the core of the Monitoring component. Most of the platform code
is written in Python and implemented as a Web-based application
built with the Django.5
3. FT-Aurora: A robust cloud manager
In this section, we describe FT-Aurora, the proposed robust
cloud manager based on replication. A cluster of cloud managers
is deﬁned that share the data and information required to operate
and manage any cloud managed by the cluster. The purpose is to
guarantee the continuous operation of the cloud, even if a cloud
manager fails. Two different types of replication are employed. The
ﬁrst is the replication of the database which is responsible for storing management information specifying the hosts (IP address and
DNS names), the list of virtual machines installed, as well as information about routers, switches, the list of Cloud Slices deployed,
among other resources. Furthermore, the directories with ﬁles that
keep virtual machine images, optimization programs, among other
conﬁguration information are also replicated.
Fig. 2 shows the architecture of FT-Aurora, in the ﬁgure three
replicated cloud managers are running on two datacenters. We assume that crashes do not disrupt the communication between the
Aurora instances. In addition, the communication channel does not
create, alter or loose messages. The cloud Administrator can access
any of the three Aurora instances by using a single Virtual IP address. This single IP address is implemented with the HAProxy6
load balancer, which is also responsible for enabling load balancing
3
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the aurora cloud manager [13].

Fig. 2. FT-Aurora architecture: replicated cloud managers running on multiple datacenters.
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by distributing user accesses across the Aurora instances that run
on a single datacenter. By default, HAProxy implements load balancing using a round-robin strategy. In case there is only a single
Aurora instance running on a given datacenter, a client always accesses that Aurora instance unless that instance has failed, in this
case an instance on another datacenter is accessed providing transparent failover. Of course this also happens if there are multiple
Aurora instances and all have failed. As shown in Fig. 2 an HAProxy
instance runs on each datacenter, so that instances can fail but the
service remains available. These processes are monitored with the
Keepalived7 tool which is used to detect and report crashes.
FT-Aurora replicates information about new resources added to
a cloud managed by any one of the Aurora instances. For example,
in the ﬁgure if the administrator adds a new host to the cloud in
datacenter1, this information is replicated to a cloud manager in
datacenter2, thus all Auroras instances have access to all the hosts,
ﬁve in the ﬁgure, Host1_1, Host1_2, Host1_3, Host2_1 and Host2_2.
A Virtual Private Network (VPN) link is established between the
datacenters to allow any cloud manager to communicate securely
with any resource on any datacenter. The communication between
instances on a single datacenter employs an encrypted ssh tunnel.
FT-Aurora employs multi-master replication, which keeps the
multiple Aurora instances consistent and also allows reading and
writing data to/from any instance. The main purpose is to keep
each instance independent, but in case one of the instances
crashes, the other instances can be used instead to access the corresponding resources. As mentioned above two types of replication were implemented, both of the database and of other directories/ﬁles keeping multiple resource information. We employed
the MySQL database and for replication the Galera Cluster MySQL
plugin8 , which implements multi-master replication among other
strategies. The rsync [18] tool is used for remote ﬁle synchronization.
In order to use the replication features, the user just presses
the Aurora Cluster button of the system GUI. Among other functionalities, the cluster is displayed including the list of participating Aurora instances and the state of each instance (crashed/alive).
During the activation of the multi-master replication, it is necessary to restart the MySQL service. At this point, a new ﬁle is be
created with information such as: cluster name, IP address of each
Aurora instance that belongs to the cluster, among others. Galera
provides notiﬁcation features that are used to monitor the Aurora
instances that belong a cluster. Notiﬁcations are generated whenever a cluster changes, e.g. a new Aurora instance joins a cluster
or an instance crashes. Monitoring information is disseminated to
all instances in the cluster. The Administrator is also notiﬁed of
changes by e-mail.
4. Experimental results
In this section we report results of experiments executed to
evaluate FT-Aurora. Three sets of experiments are presented. The
ﬁrst set was executed to evaluate the time that a new Aurora instance takes to join the Aurora cluster. The second set of experiments was designed to evaluate the replication latency, including
the time to replicate the database and all the remote ﬁles that represent virtual machine images, optimization programs and metrics.
We ﬁrst evaluated the case in which all Aurora instances run in the
same datacenter, and then evaluate a case in which replicas are in
two different datacenters. The last set of experiments was executed
to evaluate the availability of the system as the MTBF varies. Each
Aurora instance was executed on a virtual machine with 512 MB
of memory running Linux Ubuntu 14.04.02 LTS.
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Fig. 3. Time for a new instance to join an Aurora cluster.

The ﬁrst experiment was executed to measure the time that a
new Aurora instance takes to join a cluster that consists of two
Aurora instances. The process involves synchronizing information
within the Aurora cluster. The new instance communicates with
an instance which is already in the cluster. In order to evaluate
the time it takes to complete the process, we increased the cluster size and thus the size of the corresponding database as shown
along the x-axis of Fig. 3. It is clear that as the number of virtual
machines increases, the time to join in the cluster also increases,
but moderately. When there is only a single virtual machine, the
time that the new instance takes to join in the cluster is about
20 s. As the number of virtual machines grows to 50 0 0, the time
to join the cluster only doubles to 40 s. This result shows that the
replication strategy scales well as the number of resources running
under the cloud manager grows.
The second set of experiments was executed to measure
the replication latency. Three different experiments were run. In
the ﬁrst experiment we ﬁrst measured the latency to replicate
database information just after new conﬁguration information had
been added to an instance. Then, also in the ﬁrst experiment, the
latency to replicate virtual machine images was measured after a
new virtual machine had been created on an Aurora instance. The
size a virtual machine image is approximately 2.5 MB. The second
experiment was executed to measure the replication latency as the
amount of new data added to an Aurora instance increases. In the
third experiment the replication latency was measured as the delay of the communication channel connecting the Aurora instances
grew, considering a scenario with a remote Aurora instance.
The ﬁrst experiment of the second set was executed on a single
datacenter, initially with two Aurora instances, and next this number was increased to three instances. The time to synchronize the
database by replicating information across two Aurora instances in
on the order of milliseconds: as shown in Table 1 the average was
21.63ms. Each experiment was executed 30 times. Then to replicate the virtual machine images which were done using the Rsync
tool, the latency was in average 4.7s. As the number of Aurora instances increases from two to three, the replication time also increases, reaching up to 36.95ms in average for the database replication while the image replication takes about 5.96s.
Next, an experiment is reported that was executed to investigate the latency (replication time) as the amount of information
to replicate increases by the addition of new virtual machines.
Furthermore we also measured the impact on CPU and network
(bandwidth) usage. Note that memory usage kept constant, around
95% of the 512MB available at each virtual machine running an Aurora instance. This experiment was also executed ﬁrst on two and
then on three Aurora instances. Results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
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Table 1
Data replication latency.
Replication Type/Scenario

MySQL Replication
Rsync Replication

2 Auroras

3 Auroras

Average

Standard Deviation

Average

Standard Deviation

21,63 ms
4,7 s

11,45 ms
0,95 s

36,95 ms
5,96 s

17,33 ms
1,56 s

Fig. 4 shows the replication time as the number of virtual machines increases. There are two curves, one corresponds to a system running two Aurora instances, and the other with three Aurora instances. We can see that the replication time grows roughly
linearly as the number of virtual machines increases. The replication time also grows as the number of Aurora instances increases,
reaching up to approximately 750ms using two Aurora instances
and 40 0 0 virtual machines, and up to approximately 1290ms for
three Aurora instances. It is worth mentioning that these results
reﬂect exactly the expected behavior.
Next we evaluate the overhead of the proposed strategy.
Fig. 5 shows (a) CPU utilization and the (b) network bandwidth
used as the number of virtual machines increases. As shown in
Fig. 5(a), CPU utilization increases up to 92%, after which it remains roughly constant. The same pattern was observed for two
and three Aurora instances. The amount of network bandwidth
used shown in Fig. 5(b) also increases as the number of virtual
machines grows. It is clear that the bandwidth required is roughly
proportional to the number of virtual machines managed by the
system. In terms of the number of Aurora instances, network bandwidth roughly doubles as the number of instances grows from two
to three. The reason is that the time for three instances to run the
replication requires an extra step in which data received from an
instance has to be replicated to the other instance. Thus with three
instances the time to replicate all the data among all instances
doubles: the bandwidth required for a system with three instances
is 9600 kB/s which it is 4360 kB/s for a system with two instances.
Next we describe an experiment designed to evaluate the replication time across two remote datacenters. We emulated the link
connecting the remote sites by controlling the network delays
with the tc (Traﬃc Control) tool. Database replication was triggered
by the addition of new conﬁguration to an Aurora instance. The
database replication time was measured through the database logs.
Fig. 6 shows the replication time as the link delay gradually increases. Note that we increased the delays up to the limit, i.e.
a point from which the replication stops working. We found out
that as the link delay reaches 40 0 0ms the system stops working.

When this limit is reached, Galera is not able to execute the replication process, in particular it cannot obtain the lock and write
the transaction to the database anymore. In the ﬁgure it is also
possible to see that as the delay reaches 10 0 0ms the replication
latency surges, which corresponds to the fact that it is increasingly
hard for Galera to obtain the lock and write the transaction to the
database.
In another experiment we increased the amount of RAM memory of each virtual machine to 1024 MB. The main purpose of
this experiment was to investigate whether this causes any improvement on the replication latency. Actually, we observed that
there is an improvement, in particular the limit of the link delay
from which the system stopped working changed from 40 0 0ms to
50 0 0ms.

Fig. 4. Replication time as the number of managed virtual machines increases.

Fig. 5. Database replication: CPU utilization and network bandwidth required.
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Fig. 6. Replication across two remote datacenters: reaching the limit.
Fig. 7. FT-Aurora Availability: reaching the 99.999% level.

Table 2 shows how the replication delay and the time to access
an Aurora instance increase as the communication delay increases.
Each experiment was executed 50 times, averages are shown. As
mentioned above, as the communication delay reaches 4s the system stops working.
The last set of experiments was executed to evaluate the system
availability. Both the failure detection time and the time to recover
after a failure were measured. The availability was computed as a
function of the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF). Monitoring
was set up so that an Aurora instance is polled in intervals of 2s,
and is considered to have crashed when polling fails twice; thus
the detection time is 4s. After an Aurora instance crashes, all accesses are directed to other instances. On the other hand, Galera is
employed to determine whether MySQL has crashed. In this case
the detection time is shorter, in fact it has been measured to be at
most 15 ms. Note that Galera also detects partitions. If an Aurora
instance gets unreachable for 5 s it is suspected to have failed, but
it is only removed from the cluster after 15 s.
The MySQL recovery time also was measured. In this experiment the crash of a MySQL server was forced, and then this server
was restarted. The experiment was executed in clusters with two
and three Aurora instances. The recovery time was 16 s in the system with two Aurora instances, and 18 s for 3 instances.

Table 2
Impact of the communication delay on the replication time.
Delay (ms)

Communication Delay (ms)

Replication Latency (ms)

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
200
300
400
500
1000
2000
3000
4000

0.485
10.834
20.736
30.713
40.749
50.753
60.886
70.452
80.742
90.797
100.814
200.812
300.930
400.714
500.768
1000.883
2000.740
3000.905
4000.857

0.521
10.914
20.875
30.754
40.813
50.824
60.905
70.678
80.905
90.956
101.894
201.252
302.083
401.800
502.681
1002.478
2832.474
4498.797
——–

Table 3 shows the system availability computed as the MTBF
varies. The availability was computed as follows:

avail abil ity =

(MT BF − (im ∗ ns )) ∗ 100 )
MT BF

In the expression, im is the monitoring interval, ns represents the
number of times an instance must be considered suspect before it
is classiﬁed as crashed. We consider that the monitoring interval
corresponds to the time the time the system is unavailable. We
computed the availability for a MTBF of 1 minute, 30 min, 1 h, 2 h
and 4 h. The number of suspicions required (ns) was equal to 1, 2
and 5. For example, if the MTBF is 30 min (180 0 0 s), im is 2 s and
ns is 5 s, the availability is equal to ((1800 − (2 ∗ 5 )) ∗ 100 )/1800 =
99, 44%. The parameters do have an impact on the availability and
accuracy, and have to be set accordingly. For example, when ns = 5
the availability is lower in comparison to ns = 2 or ns = 1, however
the accuracy is greater in the sense more suspicions are required
to conclude that a crash has actually happened.
According to the IEEE document [19], the power industry –
which has some of the strictest speciﬁcations – requires an availability is 99.999% (ﬁve9’s). The FT-Aurora architecture actually allows parameters to be set so that the required availability levels
are reached. In particular, the monitoring interval can be set low
enough so that failures are quickly detected and the system is reconﬁgured to keep the downtimes as low as possible. Nevertheless
it is important to see that the availability is also dependent on the
mean time between failures (MTBF). Thus if failures are extremely
frequent the availability will drop, no matter how short the monitoring interval is and how eﬃcient the recovery procedures are.
We ran a new experiment and show results for the availability in
Fig. 7, Section 4. The experiment shows that FT-Aurora reaches the
99.999% availability level even if the MBTF is as low as 170 min
with the monitoring interval set to 100 milliseconds.
As a ﬁnal comment, we would like to recall that, as described
in Section 3, a user communicates with the cloud manager using
a virtual IPaddress. As the local manager crashes, the IP address
is reconﬁgured as the address of another working manager of the
cluster. Thus accessing virtual resources with a failed local manager is completely transparent to the user. Now consider the time
it takes to access resources if the manager fails. This corresponds
to the round trip time to the working manager. If this instance is
running on the local datacenter, the round trip time is less a millisecond. If, on the other hand, it is on a remote datacenter, the
round trip time takes from a few milliseconds to a few hundreds
of milliseconds depending on how far the datacenters are in the
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Table 3
System availability.
MTBF

Number of Suspicions (vf)

Availability (%)

1 min

Monitoring Interval (im)
2s

1
2
5

96,66
93,33
83,33

30 min

2s

1
2
5

99,88
99,77
99,44

1h

2s

1
2
5

99,94
99,88
99,72

2h

2s

1
2
5

99,97
99,94
99,86

4h

2s

1
2
5

99,98
99,97
99,93

Internet. As a comment, if required one can place replicas as close
as possible in order to reduce the latency in case of failures.

5. Related work
In this section, we brieﬂy describe related work, with a focus
on the strategies adopted by popular cloud computing platforms
to deploy highly available resource management.
OpenStack9 is an IaaS cloud platform which can be deployed on
large systems and can manage a large number of resources which
can be dynamically allocated on demand. OpenStack implements
high availability by duplicating all the components of a given service and running them on different controllers.10 That is a major
difference to our approach as we employ ﬁne grained replication
of the basic resources needed for a cloud manager to be able to
manage resources of another cloud manager. OpenStack allows different strategies to be used such as basic master-slave replication
and also multi-master replication which deﬁnes replication clusters. But all the software required to run the replication and the
OpenStack high-availability set up must be manually conﬁgured
step by step by the user that needs the feature. This is another
key difference to FT-Aurora.
CloudStack11 is a another cloud platform designed to deploy
and manage large IaaS clouds. In order to increase manager availability, the human manager can replicate the management server.
However, replication is only allowed within one datacenter.12 Also
related to high-availability is the CloudStack strategy to replicate
the storage which deﬁnes data zones, one of which runs a primary
database, while the others run backups, which are synchronized
with the primary.
Eucalyptus13 is an IaaS infrastructure designed to implement,
manage and provide both private and hybrid clouds. The Eucalyptus architecture provides fault tolerance mechanisms at the host
level, i.e. a host (and the services running on that host) can be
replicated so that if the original host crashes it is replaced by the
backup in a transparent way. Regarding the availability of the cloud
manager, it is not yet provided but seems to be planned for the future.14

9

http://openstack.org/.
10
http://docs.openstack.org/ha-guide/.
11
https://cloudstack.apache.org/.
12
http://docs.cloudstack.apache.org/projects/cloudstack-administration/en/4.8/
reliability.html#limitations- on- database- high- availability.
13
http://www.eucalyptus.com/.
14
https://docs.eucalyptus.com/eucalyptus/4.0.2/install-guide/ha_planning.html.

OpenNebula15 is a cloud computing platform that presents a
simple architecture to allowing the creation and management of
public and private IaaS clouds on a datacenter. OpenNebula provides strategies for the replication of both virtual machines and
hosts by using the basic master-slave approach. OpenNebula uses a
distributed consensus protocol to provide fault-tolerance and state
consistency across the replicas.
Related work also includes [12], which presents a performance
evaluation of different data replication strategies for the cloud. A
survey of data replication techniques for cloud computing is presented in [11], with a taxonomy that encompasses multiple aspects
of the different strategies. In [10], Nielsen and others propose a
protocol for replicating data across data centers with a focus on
the sensitivity to packet losses and varying round-trip times. Another work that explores data replication in the context of cloud
computing is [9], which presents a strategy based on parallel state
machine replication. In [7], the authors highlight that improving
the availability of cloud computing is one of the main challenges
for the future.
6. Conclusion
In this work we presented FT-Aurora, a highly available IaaS
cloud manager that employs ﬁne-grained replication across clusters of managers running on multiple datacenters. After a manager
crashes, the corresponding resources remain accessible from any
other manager in the cluster. All functionality related to replication and high-availability can be easily actived through the GUI interface. The performance and robustness of the proposed solution
were empirically evaluated. We performed experiments to measure
the time to incorporate a new manager instance to an Aurora cluster as well as the latency to replicate data in different scenarios,
including clusters with managers located in different datacenters,
each responsible of a set of resources. We also computed the system availability based on the time to detect failures and recover.
Future work includes building clusters of multiple remote datacenters that share resources through a cloud federation.
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